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How shadow banking 
crisis sent India auto
sector into a tailspin

Sudhir Gharpure and his sales team sat chatting at
a big Maruti Suzuki dealership on the outskirts of
Mumbai some two hours after its doors were

opened on a recent Saturday morning - not a single
customer was in sight. “There used to be close to 15-
20 bookings each day, but now we’re down to 3-5 on
good days,” said Gharpure, the general manager at the
dealership. Gharpure’s experience is not an isolated
one. Across India dealerships are being pushed out of
business and the Indian auto sector is going through
its biggest slump in nearly two decades. Passenger
vehicle sales fell for eight straight months until June,
and in May sales dropped 20.55 percent - the sharpest
recorded fall in 18 years.

Preliminary data indicates passenger vehicle sales
may have plunged as much as 30 percent in July. The
slump in India, along with a simultaneous slide in
Chinese auto sales, is a blow for automakers wrestling
with higher costs driven by more stringent emission
norms and a push to develop electric cars. Unlike in
China, where the plunge in cars sales has been caused
largely by new emissions rules, India has seen a mix of
factors that have combined to erode demand for auto-
mobiles.

Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s 2016 ban on high-
value bank notes, higher tax rates under a new goods
and services tax regime, a boom of ride-sharing firms
such as Uber and Ola, and a weak rural economy have
all played a role. But many dealers and automakers
agree it is a deepening liquidity crunch among India’s
shadow banks that has been the biggest single factor
in an auto sales collapse, which some fear may lead to
more than a million job losses.

Non-banking finance companies (NBFCs), or shad-
ow banks, have dramatically slashed lending following
the collapse of one of the biggest, IL&FS, in late 2018.
IL&FS, or Infrastructure Leasing & Financial Services
Ltd, was a behemoth in shadow banking and its
defaults and unravelling, amid fraud allegations, have
dried up funding for rivals and led to a surge in their
borrowing costs. Non-bank or shadow banking firms
generate credit outside traditional lenders, by means
such as collective investment vehicles, broker-dealers
or funds that invest in bonds and money markets.

In India, NBFCs have in recent years helped fund
nearly 55-60 percent of commercial vehicles both new
and used, 30 percent of passenger cars and nearly 65
percent of the two-wheelers in the country, according
to rating agency ICRA. To aggravate matters, the
stress in the autos market has also prompted banks to
begin trimming their exposure to the sector. “The car
doesn’t sell, it’s the finance that sells,” said R
Vijayaraghavan, a senior marketing consultant at the
same Mumbai dealership. “Today the finance is not
selling, so the cars are not selling.”

Problems amplified
Some 286 dealerships have shut down in the last 18

months across India as rising costs for inventory man-
agement have made businesses unviable, according to
the Federation of Automobile Dealers Association
(FADA), a lobby group of auto dealers. “The slowdown
in the (NBFC) sector has dragged down vehicle sales
growth,” said A M Karthik, financial sector head at
ICRA. “Now the auto slowdown is becoming more vis-
ible as the liquidity squeeze continues.”

Automakers including Maruti Suzuki, Tata Motors ,
and Mahindra & Mahindra are feeling the heat and
have either cut production or temporarily closed plants
to correct mounting stocks. According to FADA data,
passenger vehicle inventories now stand at 50-60
days up from around 45 days earlier, while those of
two-wheelers are even higher at 80-90 days. For com-
mercial vehicles, inventory levels range between 45
and 50 days. “We are asking dealers to maintain an
inventory of 21 days, which is almost half of the current
levels,” said Ashish Kale, president of FADA.

At least four dealers from different brands said,
however, there was little scope to reduce inventories as
automakers were pushing them to buy stock despite
there being no demand even with heavy discounting
and other sops on offer. While 70-75 percent of car
sales were previously financed in-house by NBFC or
bank agents sitting at a dealership, that has fallen to
about 50 percent, say dealers, as buyers struggle to
qualify under more stringent lending norms put in
place by lenders that are under pressure to shore up
their books.

Moreover, as many NBFCs typically lent to less
creditworthy clients, banks are reticent to rush in to fill
the void, as they themselves struggle to cope with an
existing pile of about $150 billion in bad loans. “The
banking sector is certainly one of the factors that has
affected the growth of the industry,” said R C
Bhargava, chair of Maruti Suzuki, noting interest rates
for car buyers have gone up in the last 12 months
despite the central bank cutting rates. — Reuters

Retired union organizer Anna Burger lives by a busy
road just a minute’s walk from a metro station in the
US capital Washington, but every morning she

wakes up to a birdsong symphony. Butterflies, squirrels
and even the occasional deer also come to visit the tree-
covered property that she has cultivated with a focus on
native species that provide nesting space and nourishment
for the local wildlife. Well-manicured grass lawns have
long been associated with the American Dream, but a
growing “rewilding” movement now seeks to reclaim yard
space for nature.

“We knew that putting chemicals on grass to try to
keep it green seemed to be a futile process that wasn’t
good for kids playing or for the environment,” Burger told
AFP. She and her husband bought the house in 1990 and
“we’ve tried to make it friendly, making sure that we have
water sources, making sure that there are food sources so
these trees aren’t the most colorful but have great berries.”
The couple’s home is surrounded by several houses whose
occupants take a more traditional approach toward their
green space, but a stroll through the leafy Takoma Park
neighborhood reveals many more where “ungardening”
has taken root. Precise definitions of what this means vary,
but the concept of meddling less and celebrating nature
more was notably popularized in 1993 book “Noah’s
Garden” by Sara Stein, a Bible for the movement.

‘My energy space’
A few blocks away from Burger’s house, Jim Nichols, a

nurse consultant and massage therapist, shows off the
“Certified Wildlife Habitat” sign he acquired from a local
non-profit group after meeting requirements like feeding,
nesting space and water supply. Nichols also eschews the
use of pesticides in his yard, explaining: “We have a lot of
insects and I try to work with the insects,” adding that he
is particularly proud of the honey bees that come to water.
“It’s my energy space. It’s where I get energy and feed off
the energy from my garden,” he added. 

Irving and Gail, retired public school teachers in their sev-
enties from the same neighborhood, have a yard space filled
with forest-like undergrowth and dozens of trees, attracting
cardinals, blue jays and robins, but also plenty of mosquitoes.
“People will come up and either love it or they think it’s out of
control,” laughed Gail, declining to give her last name. That
tension speaks to the conflicting views that have emerged
about rewilding efforts, said Chris Swan, an ecologist at the
University of Maryland Baltimore County. On the one hand is
an opposition to “this American tradition of mowing a garden
and having a lawn,” in favor of letting nature take its course
which in turn increases biodiversity of plants and animals, he
said. But people think that often “looks messy, it looks
unkempt.”  “I don’t think people mind having something that
looks like... a wild place or prairie, or a meadow but they don’t
like to see too tall. Anything over three feet (one meter) starts
to make people uncomfortable,” said Swan.

Rewilding inner cities 
Looking beyond relatively affluent suburbs, Swan

argues that rewilding efforts can be even more transfor-
mative in the inner cities. From 2014-18, he oversaw an
ambitious experiment in the city of Baltimore, about 48
km northeast of Washington, where decades of popula-
tion decline have left around 17,000 vacant lots. Most
of these lots had very poor quality soil and were over-
come with debris, but Swan and his colleagues showed
they could turn eyesores into urban meadows by plant-
ing native species like purple coneflowers and black-
eyed Susans that prospered beyond their expectations.

Though the project eventually ended, Swan says he
remains excited by its potential, and not just in Baltimore.
About 15 percent of the land in US cities is deemed
vacant, an area roughly the size of Switzerland, accord-
ing to the US Department of Agriculture Forest Service.
“The quality of the habitat changes, it attracts wildlife,
the birds go crazy. And in the spring, we see an increase
in pollinators,” Swan says of the urban meadow project.

Another species that prospers: Human beings. A
study in the Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences last year found an almost 30 percent drop in
gun violence around re-greened vacant lots in the
city of Philadelphia. Another 2018 paper in The
Journal of the American Medical Association, that also
looked at Philadelphia, found self-reported poor men-
tal health dropped by more than 60 percent com-
pared to a control group. “And so being near those
spaces actually contributes to community wellbeing,”
concluded Swan. — AFP  

In this photo taken on May 22, 2019, Anna Burger and Earl Gohl walk in their “rewilded” garden, a type of garden aimed at restoring and protecting natural processes in Takoma
Park, Maryland. — AFP 

Back to the wild: ‘Ungardening’ takes root in US

Behind the MAX 
crisis: Lax regulator, 
top-down culture 

Even before the Lion Air and Ethiopian Airlines
crashes claimed 346 lives, Boeing flight tests had
revealed problems similar to those encountered by

pilots on the ill-fated 737 MAX flights. Company officials
learned that its MCAS anti-stall system - which is at the
center of both accidents - activated within minutes of
takeoff, repeatedly pushing the nose of the aircraft down
even when the plane was operating in normal conditions
at lower speed. This discovery, recounted to AFP by two
former Boeing engineers who spoke on the condition of
anonymity, suggested that mastering the MCAS was
important for safely flying the MAX.

The MCAS should have been closely vetted by regu-
lators, and procedures for operating the system should
have been included in plane manuals and highlighted dur-
ing pilot training. But none of that happened. Before the
Lion Air disaster in October, the MCAS was not even
named in the official documents given to pilots. In the
earliest documents submitted to the Federal Aviation
Administration, Boeing said the MCAS would only acti-
vate under abnormal conditions, such as a sudden turn at
great speed. 

Boeing later amended its documents to say MCAS
could be activated at lower speeds, but maintained
throughout that there were no significant safety changes
compared with earlier models. FAA representatives were

present during a test flight when an MCAS problem
occurred, according to a regulatory source, but
approved the MAX without independently studying or
testing the flight system. Instead, regulators deferred on
key aspects of certification to Boeing, allowed under a
congressionally-mandated program begun in 2005 while
the FAA faced budget pressure. In essence, Boeing chose
the engineers who would inspect its planes in a process
rubber-stamped by the agency.

Not grounded after 1st crash 
The FAA had assessed the MAX as safe, and the

plane lacked the degree of alterations from its predeces-
sor, the NG, that would require significant additional

pilot training. Yet the MCAS, short for the Maneuvering
Characteristics Augmentation System, was added to the
MAX, a more fuel-efficient model with a heavier engine
and different aerodynamics. But following the Lion Air
crash on October 28, 2018, the FAA acknowledged it
lacked full understanding of the MCAS, a government
source told AFP. The agency did not realize it could be
difficult for a pilot to regain control of the plane once
MCAS was activated.

Instead of grounding the plane, the FAA on Nov 7
issued an “emergency” airworthiness order for MAX
operators, calling for new procedures for pilots encoun-
tering the problem with MCAS. The agency also directed
Boeing to correct the MCAS problem, while planes con-
tinued to fly, and that effort was still underway when the
Ethiopian flight crashed five months later. “The 737 MAX
certification program involved 110,000 hours of work on
the part of FAA personnel, including flying or supporting
297 test flights,” an agency spokesman said. But amid
renewed public scrutiny, including into the relationship
between the FAA and Boeing, the timeline for returning
the MAX to the skies remains cloudy. Boeing has threat-
ened to halt production of the plane, putting thousands
of jobs at risk while numerous probes investigate the
MAX certification.

Boeing was under pressure when it began developing
the MAX in 2011. Airbus had sprinted ahead of Boeing in
the race for new single-aisle planes, a lucrative market,
with its A320 Neo, while Boeing was hitting hurdles with
other ventures, including the 787, which was running
behind schedule. “They wanted us to control costs,” said
an engineer, who described tensions between technical
and managerial staff. “Everything was designed to stop
an ability to communicate concerns upward,” said anoth-
er engineer. — Reuters

Mandalay gets 
hi-tech makeover, 
sparks ‘spy’ fears

Once a seat of kings, the city of Mandalay in northern
Myanmar has seen turbulent chapters in its 162-
year history - the fall of Burma’s last royal dynasty

and decades of colonial rule. Now, officials are attempting
to transform the former royal capital into Myanmar’s first
“smart city”. In a country where officials still largely labor
with pen and ink, surrounded by stacks of moldering
papers, authorities in Mandalay are tapping social media
and new technologies such as artificial intelligence soft-
ware and drones to revamp a lethargic bureaucracy.

Under the secretive military junta that ruled Myanmar
until 2011, people in the country’s second largest city
rarely had any contact with those who governed them.
Now, they talk to the mayor on Facebook and pay for
services with QR codes, something not available in
Myanmar’s commercial capital, Yangon. Authorities track
garbage disposal with GPS and control traffic flows with
remote sensors. “It is very good that we can communicate

with the mayor like this,” said 55-year-old taxi driver Kyi
Thein. “Before, we could only see their motorcades.”

Formerly dominated by military-linked men and
regarded as a hotbed of graft and mismanagement, the
city’s first municipal government with an overwhelmingly
civilian background has driven the plan, which is part of a
regional initiative. The pace of change has won plaudits in
regional media and from overseas Myanmar nationals -
the mayor was given the Citizen of Burma award by a US
diaspora organization in May - underscoring opportuni-
ties for Myanmar as the country emerges from half a cen-
tury of isolation into a world dominated by rapidly evolv-
ing technology.

But some of the attempts to push through change have
met with resistance, not only from corners of the creaky
bureaucracy, but from activists concerned that smart tech-
nology, deployed without regulating legislation, could
allow authorities to more closely surveil them.

‘Livable city’
In April 2018, Singapore, then the chair of the

Association of South East Asian Nations, proposed the
creation of a network of 26 “smart cities” that would har-
ness technology to tackle some of the challenges created
as the region’s once mostly rural population converges in
cities. Three Myanmar cities were chosen, but it is in
Mandalay, in the centre of the country, where authorities

have done most to embrace the proposal. Locals there say
issues are myriad. The tap water is not drinkable.
Congestion is increasing as the number of vehicles has
skyrocketed since the liberalization of imports in 2012. The
roads are potholed and pavements littered with trash.
Many credit mayor Ye Lwin, a former eye surgeon turned
politician and the first appointed to the post by a civilian
government after elections in 2015, with overseeing a turn-
around over the past two years. He responds to gripes on
his Facebook page daily, tagging subordinates and issuing
directives. He declined an interview request by Reuters,
referring questions to officials in his office.

“Our goal is to create a city which doesn’t damage the
environment, is livable for people, with a good economy
and friendly environment,” said Ye Myat Thu, an IT
expert who created Myanmar’s most popular Burmese-
language font and now works alongside the mayor in the
Mandalay City Development Committee. “We get there
using technology.”

Although the Asian Development Bank gave money for
an upgrade to the waste management system, most of the
reforms have been funded by taxation, Ye Myat Thu said.
Authorities undertook a digital survey of the city, using 3D
images shot by drones and data obtained by municipal offi-
cers roaming the city with GPS devices that they say has
given them a better picture of the households and business-
es that should be paying property tax. — Reuters

In this file photo taken on March 28, 2019, Southwest
Airlines Boeing 737 MAX aircraft are parked on the tarmac
after being grounded at the Southern California Logistics
Airport in Victorville, California. — AFP 


